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Abstract  
Jindeyuan Temple was on fire at March 2nd 2015. It burned 300+ years old heritage building of oldest Chinese temple in 
Jakarta. Since then, various attempts were done to build it up again. Within so many people that interested on Jindeyuan, 
they are roughly divided into two general groups; one try to preserve, while the other try to revive. These groups made 
any attempt to rebuild again Jindeyuan become almost impossible. The other problem lies on the decision makers. 
Jindeyuan Temple, beside its heritage and cultural functions, still a legal private property; belongs to individual. Any 
archaeological preservation and conservation design that was not approved by the owner (or owner’s board), will fail to 
apply. In this paper, writer tries to outline the big problem and the attempt to gather sample data from real visitors of this 
temple and some from observers to this temple by online questionnaire. Many interesting findings and interpretations are 
shown here, leading to various design preliminaries. The research itself only using simple quantitative method on 
interpreting data gathered from questionnaire. When the right design still on hot debate, simpler alternative with tendency 
to restore the original building already on progress. Digital restoration through gathering old data about the temple, its 
measurements and its old photographs. Digital restoration using software 3D Max will generate comprehensive image of 
the old building without any alteration. This work is not completed yet by this time, since intricate decorations and 
carvings that adorned the building need some more measurement to draw.  
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1 Introduction 
National Heritage buildings are national pride. They are part 
of our history and evidence of our cultural progress. These 
buildings came in many types, background, and purpose. 
One type in discussion is religious heritage buildings. Even 
though they are old, most of them are still in their original 
functions; altered or renovated in its physic only. 
Klenteng Jindeyuan is one of the national heritage religious 
building in Jakarta. It built in 1650 and survived through ups 
and downs of Indonesian Chinese community as its major 
religious support.  
In March 2nd 2015, this big and old temple was 80% burnt 
because of humans negligence since it store huge burning 
candles that lit on for 24 hours every day. This major 
catastrophe making people confuse and many attempts are 
made to rebuild this temple again. It would need various 
experts: architects, building engineers, conservation experts, 
archaeologist, religious leaders, and governments. All 
stakeholders has to move together to make the best plan with 
maximum benefit for Chinese Indonesian community who 
still need this temple. As part of national heritage building, 
Jindeyuan Temple now needs historic reconstruction. 
Simpler alternative is applied when the right designs of the 
temple still on debate. Before it is too late, and most old data 
of this temple are gone and forgotten, a comprehensive 
record has to be gathered and manage. As for building, 3 
Dimension digital drawing is one simple solution.  
Digital drawing using basic computer technology in 
architectural field now begins to replace manual drawing. In 
the case of old building, it will be major interdisciplinary 
studies between architecture, information computer 
technology, and archaeology.  
Historic reconstruction is part of Historic preservation, 
which is one sub major of archaeology. There are four major 
sub types of preservation studies. First, preservation as 
attempt to maintain the building physically, its integrity, and 
materially. Second, restoration as attempt to returning the 
physical attribute of the building to a distinct state in time, to 
its original condition, if records are available. Third. 
Rehabilitation as attempt to altering historic building with 
modern functions while maintaining its historic character 
and details. Last, reconstruction as attempt to rebuild historic 
building that ceased to exist by using its original or 
replicated materials. [1] 
Historic reconstruction begins with gathering all evidences 
about the existence of the building. Photos, personal and 
public records, past researches, and old drawings are major 
contributors of reconstruction data. When real reconstruction 
will take very long time to plan and execute, archaeology 
recently develop new approach to use digital computer 
applications to help its work. Geographic Information 
System (GIS), 3D Modeling applications, are few computer 
applications that helped archaeological works.  
 
2 Related Works 
Virtual archaeology is new study that tries to develop 
archaeological sites in digital way. Reilly (quote by Stanco) 
mention one of its major use is for digital reconstruction; 
especially effective in heritage sites destroyed or exposed by 
pollution, tourists, disasters, and human use. Some heritage 
sites are on constant threat and danger as above. 3D modeling 
is very useful for conservation and restoration projects; require 
hard work and great details, but lower costs and wide 
application of techniques. 3D techniques will give accurate 
measurement and objective documentation for heritage sites. 
Similar to the making of digital animation movie 
environments, visualization and reconstruction of damaged or 
lost heritage sites will help people on their interpretation of the 
objects, academic studies related to the heritage sites, and 
national history. This requires interdisciplinary works between 
historians, archaeologist, architects, graphic designers, 
geometrics, and computer science. Digital restoration use 
image processing and computer graphics software to pursue 
cognitive experience of its visitors. It not only preserve 
heritage for future generations, but also augment with 
additional information for enjoyment.  
Digital restoration today joined with two major development 
on computer visual science; Virtual Reality (VR) and 
Augmented Reality (AR). Virtual Reality is a representation or 
replica of real space coming from 3D data development. It can 
be multilayered to represent various different schemes / 
enhancements for multidimensional experience on cognitive 
study. Augmented Reality environment is virtual reality on 
real time physical environment. It not only represent images 
visually, but also experienced in real senses as viewer move 
physically around the real space [2]. 
 
3 Research Contexts 
Chinese Temple 
Chinese Temple is a religious place for hua religion. Hua 
religion (華教 ) itself is not new religion; it is only a 
combination of major religions and philosophical thoughts in 
China, such as Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism [3]. The 
members of hua religion are not merging those older religions, 
but practice all of them in equal respect and separate. 
Sometimes lay members try to mix them in practices, but 
never try to make new merge since they have different 
teachings, religious leaders, and different priests’ structures. 
Sometimes hua religion is matched with Indonesian word 
Tridharma. Tridharma religion (三教) consists of Confusianism, 
Taoism, and Buddhism. The word itself is used by Kwee Tek 
Hoay in 1934 to make new organization called Sam Kauw 
Hwee (三教会)as reaction to Christianization of Tionghoa 
Indonesia [4].  
The word Klenteng is purely Indonesian, similar to the word 
Tionghoa to called a Chinese Indonesian person. Klenteng is 
Indonesian name for Chinese temple that practice hua religion. 
It is not solely for Buddhist (they have their Vihara for 
Buddhist Temple), Confucian’s (they have Lithang for 
Confusian’s Temple), or Taoist (Indonesia formally do not 
have pure Taoist Temple, most of them mixed and became hua 
religion) [3]. One different kind of Buddhist Temple in 
Indonesia is called Candi. It special differences are: candi’s 
material mostly is rocks, and built around Hindu – Buddhist 
kingdoms era in Indonesia, before 10th Century. 
The word Klenteng derived from two different sources that 
still on debate. First, it is derived from the sound of high pitch 
bell that rang inside the temple. The sound Klinting then 
changed into Klenteng, as normally applied in Java language, 
to use sound as word. The second source is derived from 
Guanyin shrine name, usually called Guanyin Ting. It was 
difficult for Javanese to pronounce Guanyin Ting, so at the 
end it changed into Klenteng [5].   
Klenteng is one of important part of Chinese culture in 
Indonesia. Beside it has religious functions, it also has special 
social cultural functions for Tionghoa. It plays important part 
in social and community activities, inclusively and exclusively. 
Susilo said there are as much as 44 social functions from 31 
temples in Jakarta, traditionally and recently [3].  
Visitors of Klenteng came from many different background 
and reasons. Most of them came for praying, the main 
function of Klenteng. For Hua religion, there are several type 
of praying. The most frequent one is daily praying, usually 
twice a day, at morning and afternoon. The members that 
could not afford to pray daily will opt for twice a month, at 
full moon and new moon. There are at least six different 
Chinese festival around a year that have religious rituals 
following it (ex: Chinese New Year, Duan Wu festival, Zhong 
yang festival, Dong Zhi festival, etc). Beside the regular, there 
are several accidental praying type that performed by 
members if they seek unusual help and consultation with gods. 
Other people came to temple for completely different reasons. 
Some seek refugee from the loneliness and looking for the 
usual crowds, some came to see the beautiful buildings, and 
others came just accompanying their relatives. Many of them 
have different religion; but one general philosophy of temple 
is to accept all. It never forbids anybody for any reasons, as 
long it was good intentions. Chinese Temples opens for all. 
 
Jindeyuan Temple  
Jindeyuan Temple is the oldest Chinese Temple known in 
Jakarta area. Its address is Jalan Kemenangan III no. 13 
Jakarta. This temple is located in DKI Jakarta Province, 
Glodok Area, Tamansari District [7]. Jindeyuan Temple was 
bordered at North and East sides with shops and wet market, 
while on West and South sides there are houses, and more 
shop houses. Around North West side, it also touch Ricci 
Catholic School. Jindeyuan is its Chinese pinyin 
pronounciation, while in Hokkian dialect, it is known as Kim 
Tek Ie. After regulation around 1966, it got Indonesian name, 
Vihara Dharma Bhakti.  
Jindeyuan Temple’s oldest history record was got from kai-ba 
li-dai shi-ji (Tionghoa Inhabitant Chronicle in Batavia). This 
Chinese Temple was built in 1650 by order of Lieutenant Guo 
Xunguan [5] and called first Guanyin Tang. It finished at 1669 
when Batavia ruled by Captain Guo Junguan. Claudine 
Salmon put this temple as first on her List of old Jakarta area 
Chinese Temples [9]. This Klenteng gone through many major 
and minor restorations in its life, especially recorded in 1846 
and 1890. Actually before it got burned down, Klenteng Jin 
De Yuan just finished its major restoration; mainly flooring 
and walls. Raising some flooring area is short term solution 
for regular floods in Jakarta old town area. Changing the 
material for flooring from high traffic durable concrete and 
ceramics into marbles was thought to heighten the aesthetic 
value of this old temple. These brought some negative 
comments from the regular prayers, especially old peoples. 
Some negative remarks are: marble is too slippery for old 
bones, and in some area they have to open their footwear, 
which brought inconvenience, dirtiness, and slippery to 
human. 
Klenteng Jin De Yuan is a complex of buildings with one main 
hall and three side halls (right wing, left wing, and rear wing). 
It was bordered by high walls around premises; only back wall 
are attached directly to rear wing. People approached this 
premises by two pailou (gate). The main pailou is right on 
main axis of main building, and the other one is on right wall.  
At the front yard, there is the first altar devoted to Thian (God 
– literary is sky) on a raised flooring. This altar was added 
later, in President Soeharto era. Its roof is not attached to main 
temple, and octagonal. Near to it, there is pair of male and 
female stone lion. On the left side there is one additional 
building devoted to medical clinic function, where from time 
to time arrange free medications for community. This is one 
proof that the important temple has social function. 
The first section in main room, right beside main door, there 
are impluvium contains reception desks full of ritual praying 
paraphernalia for sell. The main altar to this main building is 
for Guan Yin, 3 Buddhas, Guan Yu, Ma Zu, and 18 Luohan. In 
front of them there are 2 more gods, Maitreya and Wei duo. 
These two gods were put directly in front of main door, as 
guards to the temple. The main building using dou gong 
construction system, as main traditional system in chinese 
construction. 
The three wings were flanking the main building were place to 
settle other gods and goddesses; alternatively with series of 
closed rooms for storing more praying paraphernalia and 
goods donations. Last time writers came, it was around 30+ 
separate altars for various gods. Each with different 
arrangements and functions. 
There are more than 100 statues, big and small, scattered 
around the premises. Most of them were hundred years old. 
There was one special statue mentioned by Valentijn (around 
1700’s), the wood statue of Da Mo, great Buddhist priest of 
Shaolin [7]. At the backyard, there were 2 great old bell from 
metal, laid down unused, age 100+ years; and one jin lu (big 
container for burning praying papers) made from iron and 
imported from Guandong at 1821.  
 
 
Figure 1. Layout of Jin De Yuan Temple 
(photo by Greysia Susilo) [6] 
 
Building decorations were found at every corner, on every 
timber, concrete, and ceramics material in this premise. Some 
are carved, casted, or painted. Some just flower – geometric – 
vines decoration without meanings, others were animals, 
things, symbols that full of auspicious meanings. The main 
windows beside main doors are carved with mythical animal 
qilin on clouds [6].   
  
Jin De Yuan post-fire 
In March 2nd, 2015, there was fire burst out from Jin De Yuan 
Temple complex. Many online and offline media covered the 
news. The source of fire still in debates, though most believe it 
was came from very big candles that fell down inside the main 
building. The fire stated around 2-3 AM in morning, and 
burned almost all main building, and half of the three wings.  
Many rumors swirling around for the causes. Police and care 
taker of the temple immediately closing it down for further 
investigation. Only few regular attendees were allowed to help 
cleaning up the mess. Valuable statues that remain unburned 
were relocated and stored mostly at medical clinic inside the 
complex, which remain intact. Around 3 months after fire, 
Klenteng was opened again, centered in medical clinic 
building on the front courtyard. Some part of left and right 
wings still used for praying. Main building’s debris was 
collected little by little and nowadays the remains of main 
building are covered by temporary roof, and old altar was 
opened again for praying. 
 
On January 8th 2016, Tan Adiprana, Chief of Yayasan Dharma 
Bhakti which manages Klenteng Jindeyuan, made public 
announcement that the Klenteng will be renovate privately. 
The process began at January 18th 2016, after special meeting 
with DKI Jakarta’s Governor Mr. Basuki Tjahaja Purnama. 
The board of members in this renovation led by Mr. David 
Herman Jaya, Chief of Paguyuban Sosial Marga Tionghoa 
Indonesia (PSMTI). There are several meeting to strengthen 
the concept of the new Klenteng, but so far, there are no 
agreements. There is still hot debate whether Klenteng should 
follow the former design solely because it was National 
Cultural Heritage Building since 1972, or should be elevated 
with modern paraphernalia that make visitor more convenient 
and increase its building safety. Therefore this research began 
to develop; try to seek solution from data gathered from 
visitors and regular attendees of Klenteng [10].   
 
 
Figure 2. Jindeyuan post fire 
(photo by Raditya Helabumi) [11] 
 
One major case of failed restoration can be seen at Klenteng 
Gedong Batu, Semarang. It was destroyed purposely for major 
renovation, start at 2001 and end around 2005, to celebrate 
600 years of Cheng Ho arrival in Semarang. In Figure 3 and 
Figure 4 there are major difference on how the building was 
constructs and adorn. In Figure 3 the building was 
combination of Chinese and Javanese constructions, with 
Javanese roof dominate. In recent photo, the roof definitely 
Chinese origin, and was chosen because of its grandeur 
display of magnificent and important meaning.  
 
 
Figure 3 Klenteng Gedong Batu (1987)  
(photo by www.semarang-temp-doeloe.blogspot.co.id) [12] 
 
 
Figure 4 Klenteng Gedong Batu (2005) 
(photo by www.semarangseru.com) [13] 
 
4 Preliminary Research  
Since the meeting at Jindeyuan site, writers attempt to gather 
data from mainly regular attendees of the temple. Research is 
focused on gathering information about how the respondents 
think of the future of this temple and their wishes. It began 
with asking their knowledge about the temple, their behavior 
towards Jindeyuan, their future image of the Klenteng, and 
their wishes what Jindeyuan should look and have.  
Research is arranged by developing simple questions, that 
mostly answered by multiple choices. This simple 
arrangement benefit in many functions: it easy to follow and 
read for most ages and education background; it also quick to 
respond – it was not exhausting the respondents and the 
researchers; it is also quick to gathered between the short time 
limits and small number of teams (3 persons).  
 
  
Figure 5 Introduction of Facebook Group Questionnaire 
(Photo by Greysia Susilo) 
 
 
 
The questionnaire finalized with 16 questions, all multiple 
choices and there are still rooms for comments in offline type. 
The questions are spread out by 2 ways: online and offline. 
Online questionnaire was spread using Google form, and 
through individual Facebook account and Budaya Tionghoa 
Facebook Group. It opens from January 20th for 1 month. It 
filled by 45 respondents around the globe.  
 
Table 1:  Online Questionnaire Result on Respondent’s 
addresses 
Address Count % 
Jakarta 22 49% 
Bogor, Tangerang, Bekasi 15 33% 
Other Java  4 9% 
Outside Java 3 7% 
Outside Indonesia 1 2% 
Total 45 100% 
 
 
Offline questionnaire were delivered inside the temple. Target 
was 100 respondents. Two field researchers start at noon time 
in January 22rd 2016. The date were chosen because in 
Chinese Lunar Calendar, that date is full moon eve of the 
month. Full moon and new moon are regular time for hua 
religion's members to visit temple and perform regular prayer, 
so there will be plenty of visitors on those time. It took 
researchers 2 days to complete 100 respondents. Most of them 
were refuse to be interviewed at first, until researchers explain 
the purpose of this questionnaire. Some of respondents were 
too old to read the questionnaire by themselves, so researchers 
have to read and explained for them, but the subjectivity that 
could raise because individual explanation was suppressed 
until very minimal.  
The result was 101 respondents; most of them are regular 
visitors of the temple, even though some of the regular were 
came from other religion like Catholics, and Christians. The 
age ranges are well spread within respondents. Their education 
backgrounds concentrated between high school and college 
graduates. Most respondent’s professions are private 
employees, housewives, or business owners.  
The frequency of visit to Klenteng in this questionnaire has 
two major different results: twice a month (28.1%) in full 
moon and new moon, or very random (39%). This told us that 
there are two different types of visitor; the regulars that 
diligently come every 15 days to perform prayer rituals, and 
the group that will come whenever they have special needs or 
in between errands (most of them will go to wet market before 
or after prayer – 46%). That is why majority said they come at 
mid-day (10AM – 2PM) – 41%. These arrangements are 
common for the major religious place, similar type of visitors 
also found in Gereja Katedral and Mesjid Istiqlal as two 
biggest or oldest religious places in the city. Random or not, 
most respondents already visit Klenteng more than 10 years 
(48%).  
Religious prayer, and religion itself, is family matter in 
Indonesia. It is common opinion to choose ‘with family’ when 
they are asked about who accompany them to Klenteng.  
When respondents were directly asked if they want Klenteng 
rebuild, no negative answer found. The most important feature 
they wish Klenteng has is its originality (51%), and it because 
it was the oldest and historical building in Jakarta, aside as 
religious place (62%). 
There is one question that has 7 possible answers in shape of 
images. The images were Chinese temples outside Indonesia, 
which each represents several characteristic combination of 
temple (northern style or southern style, modern or traditional, 
simple or majestic / grandeur, one level or multilevel).  
 
 
Figure 6 Buddha Tooth Relic Temple, Singapore 
(photo by www.singaporeactually.com) [14] 
 
The first temple (A) in figure 6 is Buddha Tooth Relic Temple 
in Singapore. It represents majestic / grandeur, modern , 
multilevel, southern temple style. 
 
 
Figure 7 Dafo Temple, Guangzhou 
(photo by www.odysseyedge.com) [15] 
 
The Second temple (B) in Figure 7 was Dafo Temple, 
Guangzhou. It represents grandeur, multilevel, traditional, 
southern style.  
 
 
Figure 8 Nanputuo Temple, Xiamen City, China 
(photo by www.dreamstime.com) [16] 
 
The Third Temple (C) in Figure 8 was Nanputuo Temple, 
Xiamen City, China. It represents grandeur, single level, 
traditional, southern style. 
 
 
Figure 9 MaZu Temple, Zeng Cuo An, Xiamen 
(photo by www.gettyimages.com) [17] 
 
The fourth Temple (D) in Figure 9 was MaZu Temple in 
Xiamen. It represents simple, single level, traditional, southern 
style. 
 
 
Figure 10 Ci Sheng Temple, Taipei 
(photo by www.my-new-life-in-asia-blogspot.co.id) [18] 
 
The fifth Temple (E) in Figure 10 was MaZu Temple in 
Xiamen. It represents simple, single level, traditional, southern 
style. This temple especially has close similarity to Klenteng 
Jindeyuan and Klenteng Tay Kak Sie in Gang Lombok 
Semarang. 
 
 
Figure 11 Da’i An Tai Temple, Mount Taishan 
(photo taken from www.4travel.jp) [19] 
 
The sixth Temple (F) in Figure 11 was Da’i An Tai Temple in 
Mount Taishan. It represents grandeur, single level, and 
traditional, northern style.  
 
Figure 12 Tianhou Temple, Tianjin 
(photo by www.china-tours-online.com) [20] 
 
The seventh temple (G) in Figure12 was Tianhou Temple, 
Tianjin. It represents grandeur, single level, and traditional, 
northern style. 
 
Table 2:  Which picture below as close to your expectation 
for the image of Klenteng Jindeyuan? 
Answer Count % 
A 13 9% 
B 7 5% 
C 25 17% 
D 17 12% 
E 56 38% 
F 12 8% 
G 16 11% 
Total 146 100% 
 
The answer, whether is not exceed 50%, the top mind of 
respondents is Ci Sheng Temple, Taipei, and the Temple very 
similar to Indonesian Chinese Temple. This was major proof 
that visitor and attendees of Klenteng Jindeyuan expect the 
new rebuild temple will as close as its old image as possible. 
They approved for Heritage Restoration of Jindeyuan Temple. 
 
5 Discussions 
Cognitive experience is kind of experience that has certain 
bearings or implications which induce and fulfill themselves 
in a subsequent experience in which relevant thing is cognized, 
thereby transformed or reorganized [21]. The cognitive 
experiences of Digital Graphics divided into passive and 
active form. Passive cognitive experience function is to record 
archaeological excavation and monitoring its degradation. 
Meanwhile active cognitive experience is used to recreate 
interaction between user and the archaeological data virtually; 
known mainly as virtual museum [2].  
Digital restoration for heritage buildings in Indonesia still a 
new studies. There are several academic projects using 3D 
modeling to reconstruct those buildings. Among them are: 
Digital Reconstruction of Singosari Temple Using Structure 
from Motion Methods, by Agung Budi Cahyono from 
Geodesy Engineering Studies, Institut Teknologi Sepuluh 
November. It used passive cognitive experience for research, 
study and only recorded images. It proved that this studies still 
new in Indonesia and waiting for scientist and academics to do 
further exploration. There are still more active cognitive 
experience studies that need more attention; since it will 
exploit learning experiences and fresh interpretation. 
Indonesian children are waiting to apply this technology; to 
enjoy more endangered heritage buildings and sites at virtual 
museums or at their homes.  
 
6 Conclusions 
Klenteng Jindeyuan, as one oldest national heritage site in 
Jakarta, needs to be rescue at all cost. If it cannot hold 
overflowing waves of modern lifestyle, and recent trend on 
postmodern religions and philosophical thought, as happened 
on Klenteng Gedong Batu, Semarang; it has to be preserve in 
digital, as passive cognitive experience for future use. 
 
Figure 13 Progress on 3D Drawing Front View 
(photo by Greysia Susilo)  
 
 
Figure 14 Progress on 3D Drawing Side View 
(photo by Greysia Susilo)  
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